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Comment on 'A Laplace Transform Proof of the Theorem 
of Moments' by M. H. Diskin 

K. M. O'CONNOR AND J. E. NASH 
University College, Galway, Ireland 

Although it is obvious that the practical re- 
suits of this paper [Diski.n, 1967] and that of 
Nash [1959] are essentially the same, the writ- 
ers feel that a Laplace transform proof of the 
Theorem of Moments is certainly valuable. The 
use of the Laplace transform in the solution of 
the convolution integral is well established, and 
its use in the derivation of moments about the 

origin has been discussed by March and 
Eagleson [1965]. In fact, equations 2.40, 2.41, 
and 2.51 to, 2.56 of this reference are in effect 

the first eigh• equations of this paper. This 
principle is also. expressed in analogous form 
by equation 3.18 in Kendall and Stuart [1958] 

where 

Vtr = the rth moment of the basic/(t) function 
about the orgin; 

d 
D• -- 

dP 

qb• = the characteristic function, defined by 
the transform 

,(p) = f_• eg•'[(t) .dr 
whose inverse lib(p)] -1 is given by 

[4(p)]-• = l(t) = • e-•4(p)'dp 
The analogy of this characteristic function 

and the more general moment generating func- 
tion defined by 

M(p) = eI(t).dt 
with the Fourier and Laplace •ransforms, re- 
spectively, is immediately obvious. 

These transforms .qb (p) an'd M(p), if they 
exist, have the useful property that if t.hey are 
expanded in powers of p, U/ (the rth moment 
about the origin) must be equal to the coeffic- 
ient of 

(ip)•/r ! and (p)•/r ! 

respectively in the express:•on [Kendall and 
Stuart, 1958]. In the case of the expansion of 
the Fourier and Laplace transforms, U/ must 
be equal to the coefficient of (ip)Vr! and 
(p)Vr!, respectively. Therefore, definition of 
the transform of Q or R by a polynomial in 
p of order n is equivalent to the definition of Q 
or R by the first n moments. 

A slightly different way of looking at the re- 
lationship is followed by the author, and also 
by March and Eagleson [1965], in which it is 
shown that the first n derivatives of the trans- 

form at p = 0 are the first n moments about 
the origin. This implies that the definition of the 
IUH by its first n moments is equivalent to 
describing the • = O(p) relationship by the 
first n derivatives at p = 0. Obviously, provided 
that n is large enough or that the form of • = 
O(p) is sufficiently restricted, this definition 
is adequate. If n is large, Taylor's expansion 
could be used to find explicit values of O(p) 
from •(0) and the derivatives of • at p = 0. 
Similarly, if the form of U = U(t), and hence 
that of • = O(p), is restricted and contains 
a limited number of parameters, specification 
of a limited number of derivatives at p = 0 
is sufficient to define U over all p's. 

Consider as an example. the two-parameter 
gamma distribution, equation 3a [Nash, 195,7] 
approximating the IUH 
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u(0, t) = 1/[KF(n)le-t•:.(t/K) n-i 
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The Laplace transform is given by 

fo t/K n--I •r(p) -- e -pt. •/KF(•).e- .(t/K) .dt 

-- t/K(1 +Kp) = 1/r(n) e 

.(t/K)n-'.d(t/K) 

On substituting Z for t/K(1 q- Kp), such that 
•(t/K) = •Z/(• q- Kp) 

•r(p) = F(n).(1 q- Kp) • 

f0 Z (n-l) ß •- .z .•z = (• + •;p)-• 

which expanded yields 

•(p)=(•+•Zp)-•= •+•(- 

+ •(n + •)K' (-P)' 
2• 

(-p)'• 
+ •(n + •)(n + 2) •?- + ... 

The coefficients of (--p)r/r! we recognize as the 
moments about the origin of the IUIt [Nash, 
1957]. Similarly, differentiation of •(•) at p = 0 
yields 

I[dO<,,>]/dplo - nK 

I[d •r(,,)]/(dp)2lo = n(n q- 1)k 2 
which again are the moments of the IUH. 
If, therefore, we were satisfied to assume an 
IUH o.f the gamma distribution form, the con- 
stants n and k could be evaluated equally by 
moments or by Laplace transform, neglecting 
all terms with powers greater than 2. 

The author states that Nash's [1959] (equa- 
tion 4) conclusions on the relations between the 
moments of the input, output, and IUH, ex- 
pressed virtually in the same form as the 
author's equation 18, but referring to moments 
about the eentroids rather than the origin, are 
based on the condition that the total rainfall 
and total runoff curves both enclose unit area. 

This statement may be misleading. If the sys- 
tem is linear, division of the ordinates of input 
by any constant has a similar effect on the 
output if the IUH is given. Similarly, if the 
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IUI-I is unknown, division of the ordinates of in- 
put or output by a constant multiplies or di- 
vides the IUH by the same amount. Hence the 
question of actual volumes does not. arise, and 
no restriction is imposed by consi'dering only 
unit volumes. This procedure can be made quite 
rigid by considering moments to be defined in 
the statistical sense of 

Mn ! 
+• t '•. •( t) . at 
f_+• •(t).at 

rather than in the engineering sense, without 
the denominator. 

The apparent similarity of equation 18 for 
the moments about the origin and equation 4 
[Nash, 1959] for the moments about the cen- 
troids led to some confusion until one of the 

writers pointed out (Nash, private communica- 
tion) that the general moment. theorem as ex- 
pressed by equation 4 of the above reference 
is correct for moments about (a) the mean; 
(b) the origin; (c) any origins a, b, and c 
that satisfy the relationship b: a + c. When 
a : b = c = 0, equatioa 4 reduces to the 
author's equation 18. 

Cumulants. Another set of descriptive con- 
stants that have certain theoretical a:dvantages 
over moments in specifying the properties of a 
distribution curve are the so-called cumulants. 
These are defined in equation 3.3 and 3.31 in 
Kendall and Stuart [1958] as the Ks in 

qfi(p) = exp. ( K • ( •) -a t- K2 ( i p ) 2 ß 2! 

(ip) • (ip) " + •.•-•., + ... + •TC+ ... 
In terms of the Laplace transform this becomes 

f•(•)- exp (K1 (-•-•-') -+- K2 (--P)• 2• 

q- Ka (_p)3 • ) 3' q-''' 'Jr- K,. (--p) ß r! +'" 
Thus, whereas U', is the eoefl%ient of (--p)"/r! 
in the expansion of f•(•>, the Laplace transform 
Kr is the eoefl%ient of (p)"/r! in log •(•>, if an 
expansion in power series existsß 

The relation between the eumulants and the 
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moments about the origin and mean, respec- 
tively, and vice versa, are given in section 3.14 
of the same reference. 

The cumulant theorem. The necessity to 
specify origin of moments can be avoided, and 
a• the same time a most elegant expression for 
the relationship between the input, output, and 
IUH can be obtained by considering cumulants 
instca'd of moments. The convolution integral 
is expressed by equation 8 as 

Taking logs of both sides gives 

log •(•) = log •)(•) -- log/•(•) 
If each of these terms is expanded in a power 
series in P, and the coefficients of p, p•, pS, . . . 
p'•, ß ß ß are equated respectively, the resulting 
set of relationships is of the form 

Kun: Kqn-- Kr n 

where K• •, K• •, and K• • are the nth cumu- 
lents, respectiv'ely, of U, Q, and R (n is an 
index, not a power). 

This is a much simpler expression than the 
corresponding binomial expression of the general 
moment theorem, equation 4 [Nash, 1959]. Just 
as ?(•) can be regarded as a moment-generating 
function, so also log •(•) can be looked on as a 
cumulant generating function. 

If the origin is changed from a to b, where as 
usual b- a = c, the effect on •(•) is to multiply 
it by pc, since, using equations 5 and 7, which 
for an origin a state that 

d• ?(•) = (-- t) •. Y(t).e -'t. at 
dp • •:0 •:o 

a 

where a is the origin from which t is measured, and 
My.• © is the nth moment of Y(t) about a. 

ß '" 
= (--1)"(t -- c) •. Y(t).e .dr 

p=O 

• (n) 
= 

exhibiting the shifting property of the Laplace 
transform. Hence the effect of change of origin 
on the expansion of log ?(•) is merely to add the 
term pc to the original expansion, and con- 
sequently all the coefficients (the cumulants) 
in log •(•) are unchanged, except the first 
(equal to the mean), which is decreased by c. 
Eg., for the origin at a, the first term of the 
expansion is -- K•,•p. 
For the origin at b, the first term is --K•.•p, 
where 

or 

-- K•.•'p = -- K•,a•p -•- pc 

--- --(Ky,a ! -- c)P 

! Ky ! Ky,b • ,a • C 

'Hence the cumulants are invaria.nt under 

change of origin, except the first. In this they 
stand in sharp, contrast to the moments about 
an arbitrary p,oin•' [Ke.ndall aad Stuart, 1958]. 

Calculation o/ cumulants. As stated in sec- 
tion 3.16 of Kendall a.n'd Stuart, the cumulants, 
unlike the moments, are not directly ascertain- 
able by summatory or int,egrative processes. 
They must be derived from either the cumu- 
lant generating function, i.e., the log of the 
Laplace transform, or from the moments them- 
selves as already indicated. 
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